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Solar Space Heating : air and water heated systems 
 

Solar energy is the perfect way to heat water and air at a low temperature. Low temperature 

applications are floor- and wall heating. Water and air are used in many systems because they 

are easy to transport and store when heated. The principles of heating buildings with solar 

water and air were already known in Roman times but are now professionally used in modern 

space heating systems.  

The main principle is based on radiation heat, which is more efficient than convection . Even 

temperatures of 20-30 degrees Celsius are viable for storage in massive structures which 

retain the heat for several hours. After some time the heat starts to dissipate at a level that 

provides maximum comfort for the user. 

 

Hypokaust system with solar heated air: 

As an alternative to the conventional storage facilities, hot air can be stored within a special  

brick wall. It then circulates through open channels. This principle is called HYPOKAUST . 

Even on cloudy days, a special solar collector can produce hot air of 25°C or more. This saves 

a lot of energy for space heating, even when the air is used for pre-heating an existing heating 

system. 

 

 

In the summer months the solar air system can be connected to a special heat exchanger to 

produce hot water .Advantages Hypokaust system    

 Pleasant radiation heat  

 Beneficial for health      

 Coverage for more than 50 % 

 No danger for freeze or overheating 

 Many applications 
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HYPOKAUST system : wall heating with hot air   Increase of air temperature 

Radiant floor/wall heating: with hot water       
  
The same radiating principles and efficiency apply when using solar heated water and storing 

it directly under a concrete floor. The hot fluid, water or a solar fluid mixed with glycol, is 

transported to the tubing installed in the floor. The solar system can be designed to heat a 

fraction of the households needs only. The floor/wall radiates slowly with a delay of several 

hours and when necessary a classic heating system will provide the extra heat . 
 

The solar collector panels have a larger surface than a normal solar water heater for domestic 

use. The hot water storage tank can be designed in a larger size to save more energy during 

summer, or to preheat a swimming pool. 

                        
16 m2 for Floor heating Belgium  Solar roof Germany   Solar roof Switserland 

            
16 m2 for floor heating New Zealand 22 m2 for floor heating New Zealand  


